


Directions: 

1. Adhere Decor Bond to both backsides of the Main Fabric

and adhere Sf 101 to the pouch Lining Pieces 

2. Prepare both 11" Zippers with Zipper ends

Fold the Zipper end in half 

And Fold each side of that 

zipper end inward in half again at 

1/2" 
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Sew in from edge at 1 /2 
Then top stitch at about 1 /4" 

3. Sew the zipper ends to the zipper: each end of the zipper: Place

the zipper end rs down just beyond the zipper stop 

at both ends. Sew on the 1 /2" fold line. Turn the 

zipper end to the backside of your zipper matching 

fold to fold, pin in place if needed- then flip over and 

top stitch at 1 /4'� 

4. Press the edges of both "under zipper" trims inward at a 1 /2"

do the same for the "over zipper" AND also press 

in half lengthwise. 
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5. Create a Vinyl "sandwich"

lay uz trim #1 ws down- then lay the vinyl 

piece down, lining up the top edges 

and side edges. Lastly lay down uz trim #2 

rs down on the vinyl, ws side facing up. 

Line up top edges and side edges 

6. Sew the Vinyl sandwich together.

Under Zipper #1 

Vinyl 

Under Zipper #2 

You can use mini clips to hold your sandwich in 

place if you like ... Sew through all 3 layers of fabric 

at your top pressed line 
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Sew along this line 

Finger press both sides up ws together 
Top Stitch the lower edge of the uz trim 

at about an 118th inch 
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7. Insert an 11 "zipper into the Peekaboo Pouch

ANOTHER sandwich, I hope you're not full!! Place 

zipper between the uz trims both 1 /2" folds 

should be lined up on either side of the zipper just 

below the teeth. Top stitch through the sandwich 

just under the zipper teeth. 

When step 7 is completed 

your peekaboo pocket should look 

like this 

Now add the oz trim. Place the trim rs down lining up 

the first fold line just a little above the zipper teeth. Pin 

and sew along the crease line. Fold The trim to the back 

of the zipper, place the fold just above the teeth on the 

back, pin in place-top stitch just above the zipper teeth

sewing through all 3 layers. 
Sew close to that 1 /2" fold line 
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